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Green fluorescence in the head of
this fruit fly (Drosophila
melanogaster) indicates cells in which
the circadian clock gene period is
expressed. DNA sequences that
normally regulate the expression of
period were manipulated to drive
expression of the jellyfish green
fluorescent protein (GFP) via the
yeast Gal4/UAS system.
Fluorescence, indicating period
expression, is particularly
conspicuous in the antennae,
proboscis and cells at the base of
most bristles.
Expression of period fluctuates
during the daily cycle. This image
formed part of a study indicating
that the circadian expression of
period is widespread in the body of
the fly and is regulated
independently of the brain. The
rhythms of period expression could
be reset in explanted tissues by
exposing them to light: unidentified
photoreceptors that are not
involved in vision may therefore
reside in these tissues. Clock genes
similar to period exist in mammals
and may also turn out to be
independently regulated.
Photograph kindly provided by
Jeffrey Plautz and Steve Kay at The
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California, USA. For more details,
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